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says John Smith, president of D&GVSR. “Due to the popularity, we are expanding to 40 runs in 2012. To accomplish this we
will add a weekend and operate on select Thursdays. We expect
to accommodate some 9,400 to 9,600 passengers.” Last year,
happy children and their parents came from as far away as Ohio
and Michigan to ride the Polar Express.
Rail Events, through Warner Brothers, began issuing licenses for Polar Express runs in 2005. John Smith and his wife,
Kathy, who is vice president of D&GVSR, say that D&GVSR
board member Robert Van Camp first brought up the idea of
a Polar Express in West Virginia. Van Camp had been involved
in TV productions and knew of Rail Events and the Polar
Express train in other locations.
After the Smiths contacted Rail Events in early 2011, Jon
Schlegel, the company’s vice president and general manager,
came to Elkins to work out an agreement.
“It wasn’t cheap for us to meet the requirements of Rail
Events,” John Smith says. “We spent over $120,000 in fix-ups,
including rewiring for the sound system. Jon had strict guidelines for us to adhere to involving maintaining the integrity of
the movie’s theme.”
The Smiths are licensed to operate the Polar Express for
three years. They are among fewer than 30 tourist trains in the
United States authorized to use Warner Brothers’ copyrighted
name and materials. The Smiths’ license covers 100 air miles of
territory, which includes all of West Virginia and portions of
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Kentucky, Ohio, and Virginia.

A Twinkling North Pole
On West Virginia’s Polar Express, passengers travel just under
20 miles to reach the North Pole at Belington. Thanks to the
Belington Revitalization Committee, a city park twinkling
with lights greets passengers as they arrive at the town’s depot.
The committee also constructed a charming North Pole scene,
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ith the chill of winter
nipping the air, throngs
of wide-eyed children in
pajamas, accompanied by
their equally wide-eyed
parents, wait excitedly
at the Elkins train depot
to board a train bound
for a very special destination. Soon a conductor sings out, “All
aboard!” and everyone clambers onto the idling Tygart Flyer. As
the engine chugs slowly out of the station with a loud CHOOCHOO!, the friendly conductor makes his rounds, chatting
and punching passengers’ tickets. Then music fills the railcars
as dancing and singing chefs pour hot chocolate into mugs to
warm adventurers on their journey.
This is but a peek at the Polar Express, an excursion train
based on the highly acclaimed children’s book and movie of
the same name. Created by the Durbin and Greenbrier Valley
Scenic Railroad (D&GVSR) and Rail Events, Inc., in cooperation with Warner Brothers Consumer Products, Inc., the magical, 90-minute train ride from Elkins to Belington was a huge
success in 2011, its inaugural year. It is slated to make return
runs this year from November 9 through December 15.
In the book The Polar Express and in the popular movie starring Tom Hanks, a doubting boy boards a magical train late on
Christmas Eve. The train takes him and many other children
clad in their night clothes to the North Pole, where Santa gives
the boy a special gift before assembling his reindeer and sleigh
full of toys. The kids get to see Santa take off on his journey
around the world to give toys to deserving girls and boys. The
story is a reminder to all to believe in the magic of Christmas.
On the first runs of the Polar Express in West Virginia,
train cars were packed with believers seeking the magic of the
season. “We had 26 runs last year totaling some 5,900 tickets,”
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A conductor speaks to passengers who eagerly wait to
board the Polar Express.
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“We also had adults with no kids or grandkids with them
who took the trip just to watch the kids’ reactions to the whole
experience …” adds John Smith. “They just wanted to recapture
the innocence for a brief moment….”
Passengers on the Polar Express hear the original
soundtrack from the movie. Along the way, one of the chefs
reads the text from the elaborately illustrated book.
To recruit actors to play characters from the book and
movie, the Smiths contacted Missy Armentrout McCollam,
executive director of Old Brick Playhouse, a nonprofit theater
arts organization in Elkins.
“Once Missy came aboard we knew this venture would be
a success,” says Kathy Smith. “She is the consummate profes-
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where Santa awaits with his sleigh full of toys.
Indeed, Warner Brothers and Rail Events representatives
have called Belington “the best North Pole we’ve seen of any of
our franchises.” Says Terri Kittle, Belington’s liaison with the
West Virginia Development Office’s ON TRAC community development program, “Belington is now the model example that
Warner Brothers is promoting. They were admittedly surprised
at how well it turned out.”
“The crowning moment of the whole experience is to watch
the kids’ expressions when Santa boards the train at the North
Pole and starts passing out gifts,” says Kathy Smith. “Even the
most calloused adult heart will start melting … It’s the essence
of the trip in one moment.”

The conductor punches a very special kind of ticket.
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A young rider, appropriately attired in “Choo Choo” pajamas,
grasps his ticket for the Polar Express.

Elves at Work
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“My assistant, Phil Smith, and I assembled the troupe and gave
our team copies of The Polar Express book and movie to take
home and study over and over,” McCollam says. “Mr. Schlegel
gave us guidelines to work by. We were able to invent and ad lib
as much as we wanted—a director’s dream.”
“From the spring of 2011, like Santa’s elves, we were busy
sewing, painting, designing, and trying out various props and
tricks for our journey,” Phil Smith says. “One could mistake all

the excitement over here for Santa’s workshop.”
McCollam and her troupe created a program whereby children are constantly entertained. The fun begins at the Elkins
depot an hour before departure.
“There are balloons, puppets, and magic tricks—at least
six or seven things happening at the same time while the
passengers pick up their tickets,” McCollam says. “We have
actors dressed as engineers who take letters from the children
to Santa. Then, to culminate pre-departure events, we have a
parade of chefs from Old Brick to the depot.”
Upon arrival in Belington, children, with their noses
pressed against the glass windows, take in the lights and soon
discover Santa standing next to his sleigh. Then Santa and his
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sional. Old Brick Playhouse is an institution here in Elkins.
The touring company has played all over the mid-Atlantic and
abroad.”

A parade of chefs serenades passengers.

A chef carefully pours hot chocolate into a commemorative mug
for a passenger. Passengers take home their mugs as souvenirs of
the ride.
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elves board the train and Santa passes out sleigh bells to all the
passengers. As in the book and the movie, the bells signify the
magic of believing: if you shake the bell and it rings, you’re a
believer. If it does not ring, you’re not.
Then, to quote Jerry Lee Lewis, there’s a “whole lotta shakin’ goin’ on” in the aisles and seats of the train cars. Finally,
Santa departs to prepare for his round-the-world journey, calling “Merry Christmas to all! And to all a good night!” But there
is still fun in store on the return trip to the Elkins depot.
D&GVSR officials weren’t the only ones thrilled with
the success of the Polar Express last year. “Our townspeople
were able to mingle with out-of-area families and showcase our
friendly town,” says Elkins mayor Duke Talbott.
The train excursions also had a profound effect on
downtown merchants and motels. “The businesspeople greatly
benefitted,” says Kathy Smith. “Our restaurant, The Railyard,
was at capacity. The civic leaders certainly enjoyed the extra
exposure. The kids especially loved it. John and I loved the happiness it spread around. It was a win-win situation for everyone
involved.”
For more information about the Polar Express, visit
www.mountainrail.com or call 1.877.MTN.RAIL(686.7245).

All sorts of magic awaits young riders on the Polar Express.

Santa and his elves give passengers a hearty greeting aboard
the train.
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A Belington park is transformed into a North Pole wonderland.
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Jim Wilson lives in Randolph County with his wife, Betty, and
numerous rescue pets. He is a regular contributor to Wonderful West
Virginia.
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(Bottom photos) Santa whispers to a young believer and gives another a shiny bell.
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